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This paper treats two-parameter optimal stopping and switching problems for continuous time two- 
parameter stochastic processes indexed by R:. We shall introduce switching costs in addition to the 
running cost process and the terminal cost process, and construct optimal tactics; the rules of switching 
and stopping which minimize the expected total discounted cost including switching costs. We also 
specialize our general results to the case of bi-Markov process. 
two-parameter stochastic process * strategy * tactic * switching cost * bi-Markov process 
1. Introduction 
We consider the following two problems: 
(Pl) The optimal switching problem for the stochastic processes indexed by R: . 
(P2) The optimal switching problem with stopping rule for the stochastic pro- 
cesses indexed by R:. 
These optimization problems enter into the class of continuous time two-parameter 
optimal stopping problems studied by [5,6]. These studies can be motivated by the 
following simple example. Suppose that the evolutions of two stochastic systems A 
and B are described by one-parameter stochastic processes {A(s), s E R,} and 
{B(t), t E R,}. We want to use either A or B at each instant in order to minimize 
an expected cost. For obvious reasons, the decision of using A or B must only 
depend on their evolution up to the time when the decision takes place. More 
precisely, suppose that after choosing A for the time T:, we operate B from the 
time T: to T: + T:. In this situation, we must pay the cost of switching from the 
system A to B. Since then, the processes proceed in accordance with our decisions 
in the same way as stated above. At each instance T = (T, , TJ, whether we shall 
choose the system A or B must depend only on the information given by the 
processes {A(s), SC T,} and {B(t), ts T2}. From any sequence of switching times 
{T”}, we can construct, in an obvious way, an optional increasing path which will 
be defined in Section 2. The optimal switching problem consists in finding an 
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optional increasing path which minimize the total expected cost: 
e ~"("':"+"f(A(T:""),B(r))dr 
where 1 T” = T; + T;, f is the running cost function, and (Y > 0 is the discount factor. 
Consequently, this model can be regarded as a two-armed bandit problem including 
switching costs. But, in this paper we generalize the running cost process to the 
general two-parameter stochastic process. Hence, we should note that the formula- 
tion considered in this paper contains the situation where the systems are no longer 
mutually independent. 
Recently, Morimoto [8] proved the existence of an optimal switching rule for the 
alternating processes. The model studied in his paper is that the switching between 
several stochastic processes evolves simultaneously of all stochastic processes, that 
is, even the stochastic processes not chosen make progress. By this reason, our 
model is different from his model. Tanaka [lo] treated our model for a discrete 
time case. 
In Section 2, we give definitions and notation which are used throughout this 
paper, and formulate precisely the optimization problems studied in this paper. For 
basic definitions of the theory of two-parameter optimal stopping problem, we refer 
to [4,5,6]. 
In Section 3, we show the existence of the maximum element of a class of dynamic 
programming inequalities. 
In Section 4 and Section 5, we construct optimal tactics for problem (Pl) and 
problem (P2), respectively, by the maximum element given in Section 3, under some 
conditions. 
In Section 6, we specialize the general results given in Sections 4 and 5 to bi-Markov 
processes studied in [5]. For the purpose of getting the case which satisfies the 
conditions assumed in Sections 2 and 4, we consider especially bi-Markov process 
defined as solution of two independent stochastic differential equations. 
2. Definitions and notation 
In this paper we consider the stochastic processes indexed by R:. The index set is 
extended to its one-point compactification R: u {co}. Let T be R: u (00) which is 
endowed with the following partial order: for all z = (s, t), z’ = (s’, t’) E R: , we define 
2s z’ if and only if s < s’, t c t’, 
z < ZI if and only if s < s’, t < t’, 
zs-co forall zE R:. 
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Let (0, 9, P) be a complete probability space equipped with a family { 9=, z E T} 
of sub a-fields of 9 which satisfies the following conditions: 
(Fl) g0 contains all the P-null sets of %. 
(F2) { 9=} is increasing, that is, if z s z’, then sZ c sZ,. 
(F3) {pZ} is right continuous, that is, for all z E R:, Tz = nzczs .F+. 
(F4) For all z= (s, ~)ER:, sZ = 9: n 9”:, where 9: = (~(l_l,,,~ 9((,,,,) and 9”: = 
~(UUZO %(u,,)). 
Note that condition (F4) is different from the condition introduced by Cairoli 
and Walsh [l], Mazziotto [5], and Mazziotto and Millet [6]. The latter condition 
is introduced by the name of (F5), in paper [6]. In fact, we do not use the conditional 
independent property in paper [6]. 
We say that a two-parameter stochastic process X = {X2, z E T} is adapted with 
respect to the filtration { 9=}, if for all z E T the random variable X, is sZ,-measurable, 
and a process X is right continuous, if for all z, limZ~Z.,Z.+Z X,, = XZ. A Markov point 
is the random variable T taking values in T such that for all z E T, {T s Z}E Sz. 
For z E T, an optional increasing path starting at z (or strategy starting at z) is a 
family {u,, f E R,} of Markov points with the following conditions: 
(i) If t c t’, then V, < v,, a.s. 
(ii) The mapping t-u, is continuous a.s. 
(iii) u0 = z a.s. 
For each optional increasing path {a,}, let (T, = (v: , a:). Then f = a: + a: for all 
t, that is, the suffix r means the real time. 
A tactic starting at z is the pair ({a,}, 7) of the optional increasing path {a,} 
starting at z, and Markov time T with respect to the filtration { sV,}, that is, {r G t} E 9<,, 
for all tER+, where SC, = {A E 9: A n {u, Q z} E Sz for all z E T}. We identify 
R: u {CO} with (R, u (00))~ by setting co = {(s, t) E (R, u {co})‘: s = cc or t = oo}. 
We shall formulate precisely two problems (Pl) and (P2) stated in Section 1 as 
follows. Let X = {X,, z E T}, Y = { Y,, ZET}, C’={Ci,zET},and C*={C~,ZET} 
be the right continuous, {9=}-adapted, uniformly bounded two-parameter stochastic 
processes which satisfies the following conditions: X, 2 0, Y, 2 a, C’ 2 a for all i 
and z, where a is the positive constant. Let X be the running cost process and Y 
be the terminal cost process. C’ is the cost suffered from switching from A to B 
stated in the example of Section 1 and C* is the cost suffered from switching from 
B to A. Let (Y > 0 and h z 0. Let {T”} be an increasing sequence of Markov points 
which satisfies the conditions: 
To = (0, 0), 
Tf” + h s Tf”+‘, T;” = T;“+‘, 
2nt1 
T, = Ttnt2, T;“+’ + h < T;“+*, 
where Tr denotes the ith component. In the case of h > 0, we should notice that 
T” T co with respect to the order in R:. Therefore in the case of h =O, we add the 
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assumption that T” t 00 besides the above conditions. By connecting all adjacent 
Markov points of {T”}, we can construct, from {T”}, the optional increasing path 
(rC) starting at (0, Oj. We identify the increasing sequence of Markov points {T”} 
with the optional increasing path {u,} starting at (0,O) associated with {T”}. Let Z, 
denote the collection of all such optional increasing paths. For each optional 
increasing path r = {T”} E El, we define the expected total discounted cost function 
J,(T) by 
[J 
Lu 
J,(n-)=E edrrrXc, dt + g e-nJT*“+‘~C$+~ + 4T2”+2/~~2n+Z 
0 “=O .$,, e- 1 
where 
J 
m 
e-"'X,, d t 
0 
-a(rcT?)X( r, Tin) dr + f J 
W+2 
e -alr+T:“+‘)x( ~;“+l, r) &., 
,,=O T$“+’ 
and IT”1 = Ty + T," . Let {T”} E 2, and 7 be a mapping from R into R u {CO} taking 
values in lJT+, (IT”\). Here Zz denotes the collection of all such tactics. For each 
QT = ({at}, r) E &, we define the expected total discounted cost function Jz(rr) by 
7 
=E 
[I 
eC*X,, dt + e-*‘Y,, 
0 
(( 
CA-2)/Z (A-2)/2 
+ f 2 e-~lTL’“+‘I~$,+,+ c e-~~TZm+*~~~2m+2 
) 
l{A=2nJ 
IT=, m=o m=O 
+ 
I??=0 
where A = sup{ n: T” s Up}, and lo is the indicator function of the set DE 5. 
For each i = 1, 2, the problem (P,) consists in finding V* which is optimal in the 
sense that 
J,(rr*) = inf J;(n). 
rreZ, 
Let W be the collection of all right-continuous, {Sz}-adapted two-parameter 
processes X = {X,, z E T} satisfying 
IIXU := jl s;I@l /( Lm(n,~,F,P) <=Co. 
Then W is a Banach space with its norm [(X(1. Let W2 = W x W and M: Wz+ W2 
be the operator satisfying the following conditions: 
(Ml) If XS Y, then MXSMY. 
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(M2) M(AX+(l-A)Y)shMX+(l-h)MY for all A~[0,1]. 
(M3) Let X”, X E W2 and X”(z) + X( ) z a.s. for all z, then (MX”)(z) + (&IX)(z) 
a.s. for all z. 
(M4) MO3 (a, a), where a is the constant given above. 
Here MX and the order G are defined as follows: foe X = (X, , X2), Y = ( Y, , Y2) E 
W2, 
X s Y if and only if X<(Z) s Y,(z) a.s. for all z and i, 
and 
MX = (M,X, M2X), M,: W2+ W. 
For the stochastic process X given above, we denote U, the class of all X = 
(X,, X2) E W2 such that: 
XcMX, 
I 
s 
for all t 2 0, e-““X,(s, t)+ eec(‘XC,,,) dr, sCs,,o is submartingale, 
0 sz=O 
f 
for all s 3 0, e-“‘X2( s, t) + 
I 
ee”rXC.T,rj dr, %C(s,,j is submartingale. 
0 120 
Since X is the non-negative process, U, is non-empty. We denote by Q the operator 
on W2 as follows: for all X = (X,, X2) E W2, 
R 
= ess inf E e -““P”‘X( r, t) dr + e-“(RPS)X,( R, t) sCs,,) 
I I 
, (1) 
(Q2X)(s, t) 
7- 
= ess inf E e -a(r-‘)X(~, r) dr+e-“‘Tp”X2(s, T) 9c;(s,rj , I 1 (2) * 
QX = (QrX, Q2X). 
Here the essentially infimum in (1) is taken over the class of all random variables 
R which satisfy: 
R 2 s, (R, t) is Markov point, 
and the essentially infimum in (2) is taken over the class of all random variables T 
which satisfy: 
T 3 t, (s, T) is Markov point. 
By the definition of Q, two-parameter processes QiX have the submartingale 
property only with respect to the ith component, in general are not two-parameter 
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submartingale studied in [l]. Hence we cannot guarantee that QiX have a right- 
continuous modification. In order to clear up this difficulty, we introduce the 
following assumption throughout this paper: 
(Al) Q maps W* into W*, that is, QiX is right-continuous for all i. 
3. Maximum element of U, 
Lemma 3.1. Let { Yz, z E T} be the right-continuous {9=}-adapted uniformly bounded 
stochastic process such that for all t 2 0 (resp. s 2 0), 
{ YCs,,j, ~~.~,r~]s~O (resp. { Yc.$,~~, ~C.7,1Jr2Jo) 
is one-parameter submartingale. Then for any Markov points T = (T, , T,) and S = 
(S, , S,) satisfying T, 2 S, and T, = S, (resp. T, = S, and T2 > S,), 
This lemma is the special case of optional sampling theorem for two-parameter 
process studied in [ll] and [12]. Since we consider only the ith coordinate of time 
space, we can prove it without using the conditional independent property. Since 
this lemma follows from the same argument as in [ 1 l] and [ 121, we omit the proof. 
Theorem 3.1. Under assumption (Al), there exists an element W = ( W,, W,) of Ux 
satisfying 
W,(s, t) 
U 
R 
= ess inf E e ma(r-s) x (r,l) dr+e- “(R-SYMI W)(R, t) F((r,l) 3 I 1 (3) s 
W*(s, t) 
[I, 
T 
= ess inf E e YY(rvrjX (s,r) dr+ e -a(T-‘)(MzW)(~, T) 9c(s,t) , I 1 (4) 
for all (s, t) E R:, where the essentially infimum in (3) and (4) is taken over the class 
of all random variables satisfying the conditions specified in the dejnition of Q. Moreover 
the element W is a maximum one over U, with respect to the order on W*. 
Proof. The proof is given in [8] and we supply only the parts of the proof which 
differ from that in [8]. The proof is divided into four steps. 
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Step 1. Let us define the sequence of two-parameter processes by 
W n+l = (WY”, W;") = Q(M, W", M2 W"), 
where the operator Q and M are defined in Section 2. By assumption (Al), W” E W2 
for all n. For each 120, we shall apply the theory given in [7] and [8] to the 
one-parameter process {XC,,,), 9C(F,,j},,z0. We set for all E > 0, 
p..(r,I)=essinfE[J:F{exp(-J:u+u(x)dx)} 
x (-%-,,,+ dx)W, W”)(r, t)) dr ~W I I 
where the essentially infimum is taken over the class of all one-parameter progress- 
ively measurable processes {V(X), x 2 0) satisfying 0 G v(x) s l/~. Letting &LO, 
p’(s, t) converges to W:(s, t) almost surely. 
Also, it is clear that p’(s ,),E[S~e~“‘“‘X,,,, dr19Cy,,,]. Hence we have 
Wi(s, t)c Wy(s, t) a.s. for all (s, t). Similarly, we have W:(s, t)< Wi(s, t). By the 
monotonicity of M and Q, and the induction, we have W:+‘s WY for all n and i. 
Hence we can define the processes W;, i = 1, 2, by Wi(S, t) = lim,,, Wr(s, t). 
Step 2. By the properties of M, the operator Q* = (QT, Q:) = (Q, M, Q2M) has 
the following properties: 
ifX< Y, then Q*XcQ*x 
Q*(AX+(l-A)Y)sAQ*X+(l-A)Q*Y forallAE[O,l]. 
Let p be in (0, 1) such that ~11 pll s a. Then we have p Wps MiO. Since the 
one-parameter processes 
are martingale, by Lemma 3.1, we have, for any s 3 0 and random variable R 
satisfying R 2 s, and (R, t) is Markov point, 
J 
R 
eParXcr,,) dr 9cs,,) = e I 1 -*“w(s, t) + ’ eCarXc~,,) dr. 0 J 0 
142 
Then 
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-“‘R~“‘(M,O)(R, t) + ePa(‘-*)XCr,,) dr 9C(s,,j . I 1 
Hence we have p Wy(s, t) G (QTO)(s, t). Similarly, y W:!s, t) s (QfO)(s, t). Using 
the same argument as in [8], we obtain 
Since W is a Banach space, there exists Ai E W such that (IA, - WlII + 0 as n + co. 
Then 
IAi(s,t)-~(s,t)l~llAi-WrII+IWr(s,t)-_(s,t)l~O asn+co. 
Hence we have Ai = W,, and may assume that w E W for i = 1, 2. 
Step 3. For each s, t 2 0, the one-parameter stochastic processes 
are right-continuous submartingale. Indeed, this fact follows from the same argument 
as in [8]. 
Step 4. We introduce several spaces. Let U’ denote the collection of all X = 
(X,, X2) E W2 satisfying the conditions 
XsMW, 
F 
eCasX,(s, t)+ eparX(r,,J dr, sc(S,fj is submartingale for all s, 
.,a0 
I 
f 
e-*'X,(s, t) + eparX(,,, dr, ~c.r,rl I is submartingale for all t. 0 130 
Let U, denote the collection of all X, E W satisfying the conditions 
X,sM,W, 
eCasX, (s, t ) + epa%,,) dr, ~cs,fl is submartingale for all s, 
S20 
and 17, the collection of all X2~ W satisfying the conditions 
X2< M,W, 
I 
f 
e--'X2( s, t) + eparXcs,rj d ,~W is submartingale for all t. 
0 120 
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Using the classical theory in [7], QiMW is a maximal element of Ui. Then QMW 
is a maximum element of U’. It is clear that WE U’. Hence WG QMW. On the 
other hand, QMWs MW G M(QMW). Then QMW E U,. By Step 3, QMWs W. 
Hence QMW = W. !I 
In the case of the operator M defined in the later sections, the functions W” 
defined in Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.1 mean Bellman functions in the class 
of controls admitting not more than n switchings. 
We give a lemma for the later use. The proof follows easily from condition (F4). 
Lemma 3.2. For each Markov point T = (T,, T2) and the random variable R, the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) R satisfies the conditions: 
(R, T2) is Markovpoint, 
(ii) There exists a random variable S such that 
R=S+T,, 
S is Markov time with respect to {9r+(r,,,j}r20. 0 
4. Optimal optional increasing path for (Pl) 
In this section we give an optimal optional increasing path for problem (Pl). For 
that purpose, we give the concrete expression to the operator M argued in Sections 
2 and 3 as follows: for each X = (X,, X2) E W2, 
(M,X)(s, t) 
t+h 
=E e -a(r-‘)X(s, r) dr+e-ahX2(s, t+ h) 9c(S,f) + C’(S, t), 
I I 1 
(M2W(s, t) 
[I 
s+h 
=E eP”“-“‘X( r, t) dr + e-“‘X,(s + h, t) %c(s,,J 
s I 1 + C2(s, t), 
MX = (M,X, M2X). 
It is clear that M satisfies the conditions on the operator defined in Section 2. Then 
by Theorem 3.1 there exists a maximum element W = ( W,, W,) of Ux satisfying 
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(3) and (4). Throughout this section W is taken as the maximum element of U, 
which is assured by Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 4.1. For each 97 = {T”} E I’,, we have 
emo’X( r, 0) dr sCO,,,) 
I I 
TZ”+Z 
2 
+ e --a(r+T;“+‘)~-( ~;n+l, r) dr 
*n+, 
T2 
+e -a~TZ’~+‘~~I(T2n+l)+e~~~T2”+2~~2(T2n+2 
Proof. Since WE V,, for all t a 0, 
I 
s 
e -Wl(S, t)+ eP’X( r, t) dr, Scs,,) (5) 
0 
is submartingale. Let v = {T”} E 2, be arbitrary. For Markov points T*” + (h, 0) = 
( Tf”+ h, T;“) and T*“+’ = ( Tf”+‘, T:“+’ ), applying Lemma 3.1 to (5), we have 
e-“‘x(r, Tz”) dr+epeT’:“+’ W,( TZnt’ 
) 1 sT2n+ch,0j] 
TT”th 
G= e-“‘X(r, Tz”) dr+e-aTf”+h W,(T2”+(h,0)). 
0 
Since ji:” ePr X(r, T:“) dr and Tz” are 9T2rr-measurable and W, GM, W, and by 
(5), we have 
Tz”+h 
I’ e --cl(r+T:“)X(r, T:“) dr+e-*‘1T’2”l+h’W,(T2n +(h, 0)) T:” 
e --a(r+T;“)~(~, T;“) dr+e~alT2’~+‘lw~(T2”+1 ) 1 9T2m+Ch,0,] 
TZ”+l 
GE [I ’ e -~‘+T:“)x(~, T;“) &.+e-dT2”+‘1(M1 W)( T2”+’ T:” ) 1 ~TzM+,,.O,] 
=E ’ 
[I 
TZ”+l 
e-“l(r+T:“)X( r, T:“) dr + 
T:” I 
T2”+h 2 
e -&+T:“+‘)X( T;“+l, r) dr 
T.:” 
+e-m(lT2”+’ I+h) w,( TZn+l + (0, h)) +e-dT2”+‘tCI( ~2~+’ 
) 1 ST’.-(h,Oj] . 
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Hence 
7;“+h 
e Pa(rtr:“)X( r, Tz”) dr+ ePa(lTZ”lth) W,( T”’ + (h, 0)) 
r:” 
T;“+h 
-E e --a(r+T:“+‘)x( ~;“+l, r) dr 
T:” 
+e-m(/T*“+’ 
‘+h) W*( T*“+l+ (0, h)) .!!FT2”+(h,o) 
I 1 
T2"+l 
GE [I ’ e -u(r+T;“)~(~, ~2,“) dT+e-alT2n+11Cl(T2n+l Tf” ) ) 9T2n+(h,0j] . 
By the similar calculation for Markov points T*“+‘, Tznt2, and W,, we have 
T2"+L+h 
2 
e 
~a(r+T~"+')~(~:n+l,~) dr+e-a(1T2n+'l+h)~2(~*n+l+(0,h)) 
2"+> 
T2 
T:“+‘+ h 
-E e -d’+T:“+2)q., 7-z”+*) dr 
2tt+, Tl 
+e-a(lT2n+2 I+h) w,( T*“+* 
+ (h, 0)) 1 sT2”+l+(o,hj] 
TZ”+Z 
2 
SE e -a(r+T~“+‘)x(~fn+l, r) dr 
2,8+1 
T2 
+e 
-alT*“+*1~2(~2n+Z 
) 1 ~T2”+‘+(0,hj] . 
Taking the conditional expectation with respect to 9C0,0j, and then taking the 
summation over n, we obtain the inequality in lemma. 0 
In order to construct an optimal optional increasing path, we introduce the 
following assumption: 
(A2) For any increasing sequence {T”} of Markov points with limit T such that 
Ty = Tr+’ (resp. Ti = T;+‘) for all n, 
W,( T”) + W,(T) (resp. W,( T”) + W,(T)) a.s. as n + 0;). 
Lemma 4.2. We assume that X and C’ satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) For any increasing sequence {T”} of Markov points with limit T such that 
T; = Tg+’ (resp. T; = Ty”) for all n, 
C’(T”)-+C’(T) (resp. C’(T”)+C*(T)) a.s. asn+co. 
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(ii) For any increasing sequence {T”} of Markov points with limit T, 
X(T”)+X(T) a.s. asn+a. 
Then for any Markov point T = (T, , TJ, 
inf --a(rtT2)X( r, T2) dr 
RZ T,,( R,Tz) is Markov point 
+e -a(R+T+Vf, W)(R, T*) 1 
is attained by 
R*=inf{tsO: W,(T+(t,O))-(M,W)(T+(t,O))=O}+T,. 
Proof. By assumption (A2) and quasi-left continuity of X and C’, and bounded 
convergence theorem, for any increasing sequence {S”} of Markov times with respect 
to the filtration { %T+(r,Oj, r 3 0) with limit S, letting N + CO, 
E[e-a(‘T1+S”)(M, W)(T+(S”,O))]~E[e~““T’tS’(M, W)(T+(S,O))]. 
By Lemma 3.2, applying the one-parameter optimal stopping theory in [8], we obtain 
the assertion. 0 
Theorem 4.1. We assume the assumption (A2) and the conditions in Lemma 4.2. Then 
there exists an optimal optional increasing path rr* = { 0”} which is dejined as follows: 
o” = (0, O), 
0 2n+1= ( O:n+l, @+I), 
0 :“+‘=inf{t~O: W,(02”+(t+h,0))-(M1W)(02”+(t+h,0))=0} 
+ h + Of”, 
2n+l 
02 = op, 
02” = (oy, o;“), 
op = ofn-‘, 
O:“=inf{tsO: W,(02”P’+(0, t+h))-(M,W)(02”-‘+(O, t+h))=O} 
+ h + O;‘-‘. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1, it is sufficient to prove that 
I 
h 
eC’X( r, 0) dr . 
0 1 
[ I 
h 
E eChWI(h, 0)+ eC’X( r, 0) dr 
0 I 
= E[ePh W,(h, 0)] 
[I 
R 
+ inf E eC’X(r, 0) dr+e-“R(M1 W)(R, 0) . 
Rzh,(R,O) is Markov point h 1 
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By Lemma 4.2, we have 
inf [I 
R 
E em”‘X(r, 0) dr+eCR(Ml W)(R, 0) 
RSh,(R,O) is Markov point h 1 
01 
=E [I eP’X( r, 0) dr + e -“@, W)( o:, 0) . h 1 
Then by definition of M, , 
[ I 
h 
E ePhW,(h, 0)+ e-“‘X( r, 0) dr 
0 1 
=E [I 0 1 eC’X(r, 0) dr I + E[epa(h+o~)(M, W)(O:, 0)] 
01 
=E eP’X( r, 0) dr + e pa(rto:)X( 0:) r) dr+ epaotC1( 0’) 
0 1 
+ E[e -a(h+o:) W,( 0; , h)]. 
Similarly, applying Lemma 4.2 to the second term in the previous equation, we have 
E[e- a(h+o:) W,( 0:) h)] 
[I 
0: 
=E e -acrto:‘X( 0:) r) dr + e-aio2’(M2 W)( 02) . 
h 1 
Then 
emarX( r, 0) dr 1 
=E [I 0 0: eC’X( r, 0) dr + 0 0: e pcl(r+ot)X(O~, r) dr+epao~C’(O’) 1 +E[e-aiO*i m WO’)l. 
By definition of M,, 
eC’X(r, 0) dr 1 
I 
0: 
=E eTrX( r, 0) dr + e-*“to~‘X( 0:) r) dr 
0 1 
+E[e -qC’(O’) +e-4”‘lC2(02)] 
O;+h 
+E e p”(r+‘02’)X( r, 0:) dr + e- 0: a(h+‘02’) Wl(02+(h, 0)) . 1 
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For the case of h > 0, we obtain the assertion by repeating this calculation. Next, 
let us consider the case of h = 0. Let k be an even number. By the same argument 
as stated above, we have 
fe --“‘o”’ W,( Ok) I . 
By a > 0 and (M4), (0,O) E Ux, where (0,O) is an identically zero valued process. 
Hence W, 2 0, and we have 
(k-2)/2 
E[ W,(O, 0)]3 a C E[e~“‘02”+“+e-u’02”+z’], 
IT=0 
From which, we obtain 
ngo E[emalo*"+' ‘]+E[W,(O,O)]<q 
f. E[e-d02”+zl ] s t E[ W,(O, 0)] < 00. 
Theredore we have OZnt’~cc and 02n+2T~ and obtain the assertion. 0 
5. Optimal tactic for (P2) 
In this section we find an optimal tactic for problem (P2). We give the operator M 
concretely as follows: for each X = (X,, X2) E W2, 
f+h 
M,X(s, t) = min e -U(rp’)X(~, r) dr+eChX,(s, t+h) 9C;(s,rJ 
I I I 
p”“-“‘X( r, t) dr + eChX,(s + h, t) %cs,,) I 1 
+ C’(% t), Y(s,t) , 1 
MX = (MIX, M2X). 
It is clear that M satisfies the conditions on the operator defined in Section 2. Thus 
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by Theorem 3.1 there exists a maximum element W = ( W,, W,) of U, satisfying 
(3) and (4). Throughout this section, W is taken as the maximum element of U, 
which is assured by Theorem 3.1. Using the similar argument in Section 4, we have 
the results corresponding to Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1. Noting that the Markov 
point Us takes values in U,, (T”), the proofs are just about identical to those given 
in Section 4. Thus they are omitted here. 
Lemma 5.1. For each z- E &, 
e-“‘X(r, 0) dr G J2( v). 1 0 
Theorem 5.1. We assume (A2) and the conditions in Lemma 4.2, furthermore, we 
introduce the following condition on the process Y: for any increasing sequence {T”} 
of Markov points and its limit T such that T” + T as n + 00, 
Y(T”)+ Y(T) asn+a. 
Then there exists an optimal tactic V* = ({0”}, T) defined as follows: 
o” = (0, O), 
0 2,1+1 = (O;n+l, O;n+l), 
0 :“+‘=inf{t~O: W,(02”+(t+h,0))-(M,W(02”+(t+h,0))=0} 
+ h + Of”, 
2n+1 
02 = op, 
02” = (Of”, OZ”), 
o;fl= @n-l, 
Oz”=inf{t~O: W,(O’“-‘+(O, t+h))-(M2W(02”-‘+(O, t+h))=O} 
+ h + O;nP’, 
{ 
P2”l 
7= jo2n+ll 
on rg~ n @n . - . n r$,:.-, n r$, 
on i-g, n rg2 n . . . n r$ n r&, , 
where for T = ( TI, T2), 
r:. = {(M, W)(T) = Y(T)), 
[I 
T,+h 
e -a’r-T~‘X( TI , r) dr 
T2 
+e -uh W,( T+ (0, h)) ] + m}\r:, 
r: = {(M2 WC T) = Y( T)l, 
T,+h 
e P”l(r-rl)X( r, T2) dr 
71 
+e -“hw,(Tf(h,0)))~T]+C2(T)}\1-:. l 
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6. Bi-Markov process case 
In this section we give an optimal solution for the problems (Pl) and (P2) of 
bi-Markov process defined as solution of stochastic differential equations. For i = 1, 
2, let B’ = {B’(u), u 2 0} be a Brownian motion defined on the complete probability 
space (ai, Si, Pi) endowed with the complete filtration {SL}. We consider the 
stochastic differential equation system on (E i, ZT’), where E’ = R, 2Ti is a Bore1 field 
on R: 
dX: = b’(X;) du + a’(X:) dB:, 
Xx=$, xi~Ei, 
where ui and b’ are real valued bounded functions on (E’, ‘8 i, and satisfy Lipschitz 
condition [2,3]. Then for each xi the system has a unique strong solution Xi”’ = 
{XZ’, u 3 0) and the processes {Xix’, xi E E’} form a Markov flow [2]. We get a 
bi-Markov process studied in [S]. That is, we define the following family of processes: 
x=(x’,x*)~E=E’xE*, 
x: = (xix’ ,Xfx2), z=(s, ~)ER:, 
on the probability space (0 = a1 x a*, 9 = 9’0 S*, P = P’ 0 P’) endowed with the 
smallest two-parameter filtration {SZz, z E R:} satisfying the conditions (Fl), (F2), 
(F3), (F4), and containing the filtration {9:@ S”:, (s, t) E R:}. In addition, let f3: = 
(et”‘, 0:“‘) be a shift operator. 
Let f be a non-negative bounded Bore1 measurable function on E satisfying 
Lipschitz condition IS(x) -f( y)l =G Lllx - y 11 for some L> 0, where )( * (( denotes 
Euclidean norm. Let B be the collection of all bounded Bore1 measurable functions 
on E, and B* = B x B. Let M: B*+ B* be the operator satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(M’l) If g S h, then Mg c Mh. 
(M’2) M(Ag+(l-A)h)>AMg+(l-A)Mh for all AE[O, 11. 
(M’3) Let h”, h E B2, h”(x) + h(x) as n+a for all XGE, then (Mb”)(x)+ 
(M/I)(X) as n+co. 
(M’4) MO> (a, a). 
Here the definition of Mg and the order =S in B2 are the same with the space W2. 
For f fixed above, we denote by U, the collection of all h = (h,, h2) E B2 such that: 
(i) h~Mh. 
(ii) For all t > 0 and x E E, 
1 eCsh, 
(iii) For all s 2 0 and x E E, 
dr, ~W is 
S20 
submartingale. 
e-ath2(Xfs,tJ + e-“‘f(X&,,J dr, 9~) is submartingale. 
*E=0 
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We denote by Q the operator on B2 as follows: for h = (h,, h2) E B2 and x E E, 
[I 
R 
(Q,h)(x)=infE eCf(xF,0J dr+eP”Rh,(XFR,OJ , 1 (6) 0 
[I 
T 
(Q,h)(x)=infE e-“‘.(x;,,,,) dr + e-aTh2(X;qr)) 
0 I 
, (7) 
Qh=(Q,k Q2h), (8) 
where the infimum in (6) (resp. (7)) is taken over the class of all random variables 
R (resp. T) which satisfy 
R 2 0 (resp. T 2 0), 
(R, 0) is Markov point (resp. (0, T) is Markov point). 
Proposition 6.1. Let h = (h, , h2) E B2. For i = 1, 2, if hi is uniformly continuous on E, 
then Qih is also uniformly continuous on E. 
Proof. Let R be a non-negative random variable such that (R, 0) is a Markov point, 
and 1 an arbitrary positive constant, and x, y E E. Let us study the random variable 
U(R) defined by 
U(R) = 
ll 
R 
e-"'f(x?,oJ) dr+e-"Rh(X?R,oJ 
0 
- e-*‘f(X<,,o,) dr-eCRh,(XfR,,,) . 
We set 
R R = on{R~O, 
I 
1 on{R>l}. 
Then 
II 
R 
U(R)< ep"'f(x;,oj) dr+e-"Rh(X?R,oJ 
0 
I 
4 
- 
e-"'f(x?,o,) dr -e-“R~hl(X&,,oj) 
0 
II 
RI 
+ eparf(x;,od dr+epaRJh,(XfR,,oJ 
0 
I 
R, 
- 
e?f(x&,oj) dr -e-“Rih(X~R,,oj) 
0 
- e-“‘f(x&,oj) dr -ep*Rhl(X&.od 
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First we estimate the first term of the previous equation. By definition of RI, the 
first term equals to 0 on {R G 1). On the other hand, on {R > I}, the first term equals 
to 
II 
R 
e-“‘f(xF,0J dr+ep”Rh(XTR,oJ -e-%(JG,d 
I 
I 
00 
< e-“‘lf(x~r,oj)l dr+e-“Rlhl(X~R,O))l+e~“‘lh,(X~,,,)I 
I 
--$ Ilflls+2e-“‘II~IIs, 
where II . II5 denotes a supremum norm. Similarly, we obtain the same estimation on 
the third term. Finally, we shall estimate the second term. The function h, being 
uniformly continuous on E, for any E, there exists a strictly positive constant 6 such 
that I/I,(Z) - II,( < E for all z, z’ satisfying 11 z - z’ll < 6. Using the Chebyschev’s 
inequality and Lemma 3.1 in [5], we have 
E[lHII = E[lHI: Ilx;R,,o)-x(y~,,~)Il <6l+E[IHI: llX~R,~-Xix,~~ll 3 61 
where H= le ~“R’{h(X;R,,O,) - h,(X,y,,.O,)), and K is a positive strictly increasing 
function introduced by Mazziotto [5]. On the other hand, by the elementary calcula- 
tion, we have 
E e-“‘tf(XLd -f(XLdl dr 
II 
<~eK”‘Lllx-yll. 
LY 
Then 
E[U]s211feear+411h 11 1 ,e -“‘+E 
+~ll~lllse~~/~l,x_~,l+~-~~~‘e.~~;Lllx-~ll 
6 CY 
Hence 
IQ,Nx) - Q,M.Y)I s ““RP WI WR)II 
s ~+411hllls)e-“‘+a ( 
I 2llhlls ~ 
6 
K”‘JIx-yII+l-e-clleK”‘Lllx-yIl. 
LY 
By choosing 1, then E, and finally x and y, we obtain the uniformly continuity of 
Q,h. 0 
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Remark 6.1. Our bi-Markov process has continuous sample paths. By Lemma 6.1, 
if hi is uniformly continuous, then Q,h(X;i,,,,) is continuous in (s, f). Therefore 
assumption (Al) is satisfied. 
Furthermore we assume the following condition on the operator M: 
(M’S) Let h = (h, , h2) E B*. If hi is uniformly continuous on E, then iVf;h is also 
uniformly continuous. 
Then we obtain a result corresponding to Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 6.1. Under (M’5), there exists an element P = (P, , PJ of U, satisfying 
R 
P,(x) = inf E e-“‘f(X;,,,) dr+em”R(%P)(X;R,,,) , 1 (9) 
[I 
T 
P2(x) = inf E eTf(X&,,J dr+eCT(NP)(X&,,J , 
0 1 (10) 
for all x E E where the injimum in (9) and (10) is taken over the class spebjied in the 
dejinition of Q. Moreover the element P is a maximum one over Us with respect to the 
order on B*. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1. We only state the difference. 
Let us define the sequence {P”} of the pair of function of E : 
P”= (P:, Pi), 
[I 
u? 
P;(x) = E eTf(G,d dr , 
0 1 
P;(x) = E e-“‘f(X&,,J dr , 
I 
P II+’ = (Pr+‘, P;+‘) = Q(M,P”, A&P”). 
By the assumption off and definition of M, and Proposition 6.1, each Pi” is uniformly 
continuous. Using the same argument as in Theorem 3.1, P”+‘d P”. Then we set 
Pi(x) = lim P:(x), 
II-CC 
P=(P,,P*). 
Further using the same argument in Theorem 3.1, we obtain the fact that {PY}, 
is Cauchy sequence in C,(R*), where C,(R*) denotes the class of all bounded 
continuous functions on R*. Then there exists a function R, E C,(R2) such that 
IIP”--Rijj,+O as n+a. Then 
as n + ~0. Hence Rj = Pi on R, and P, is uniformly continuous. The remainder 
of the proof is the same with Theorem 3.1, because we replace Wi(s, t) in 
Theorem 3.1 by Pi(XrS,,,). 0 
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Remark 6.2. From the proof of Theorem 6.1, Pi is uniformly continuous on E. Then 
Pi(X;,,,) is continuous in (s, t). Therefore the assumption (A2) is satisfied. 
As an application of Sections 4 and 5, we shall obtain an optimal solution for 
bi-Markov process defined as solutions of two independent stochastic differential 
equations. To begin with, we consider a bi-Markov case of the problem (Pl) stated 
in Section 4. More precisely, our problem (MPl) is finding an optional increasing 
path rr* = {T”} E 2, such that J,( r*) = inf,,,,J,( n), where 
7’“+1 
’ e-a('tT:")f(X;~,T:,')) dr 
T:" 
and C’ is bounded uniformly continuous function on E satisfying C’ 2 a. We define 
an operator M as follows: for each cp = (cp, (p2) E B2, 
[I 
h 
(M,cp)(x) = E e-“‘f(x;,o,) dr+ ep”hP,(X;o,,, 
)I 
+ c’(X), 
0 
It is clear that M satisfies the conditions from (M’l) to (M’5). Then by Theorem 
6.1, there exists a maximum element P = (P,, PJ of U,- satisfying (9) and (10). 
Theorem 6.2. Let an initial state x E E be fixed, there exists an optimal optional 
increasing path VT* = { 0”} for problem (MPl), which is defined as follows: 
O”= (0, O), 
0 2n+l= (Oy+l, O;n+l), 
0 :“+‘=inf{t>O: X~~~+~h+,,O~~S1}+h+O~n, 
2n+1 
02 = oin, 
02" =(O?", O$"), 
op= #n--l, 
0:” = inf{ t 2 0: X~+I+(,,~+~) E S’} + h + Ozn-‘. 
where S’ = {P, = k&P}. 0 
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Next, we consider the bi-Markov process case of problem (P2) stated in Section 
5. Our problem (MP2) is finding a tactic rr* E & such that Jz(n*) = inf,,,,Jz( z-) 
where 
[I 
7 
Jz( %-) = E e-“‘j-(X:,) dt+ep”Tg(X”,7) 
(A-2)/2 
1 e~al’2”‘+‘lC’(X”,Z,,,+I) 
m=O 
(A-2)/2 
+Ce 
-~~~L’~‘+*~C2(X~2”‘+~)l~A=2~~ 
*=” 
(A-I)/2 
+Ce 
~nlT~“‘+1lCI(X~‘“,+,) 
m =o 
and g is bounded uniformly continuous function on E satisfying 
gza onE. 
We define an operator M as follows: for each cp = ((p, cp2) E B’, 
MP = (M,cp, Mu. 
Similarly, by Theorem 6.1, there exists a maximum element P = (P,, P2) of U, 
satisfying (9) and (10). 
Theorem 6.3. Let an initial state x E E bejixed, there exists an optimal tactic ({0”}, r) 
for problem (MP2), which is defined as follows: 
o” = (0, O), 
0 2/7+-l = (OyI+l, @ItI), 
0 fn+’ = inf{ t 3 0: X;j’“+th+,,O) E S’} + h i- Of”, 
2n-tl _ 0, - o:“, 
02” = (oy, OS”), 
op = oyt, 
0:” = inf{t > 0: X+‘+(O,h+,) E s’}i- h 4- O:n-‘. 
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where S’, i = 1, 2 are defined previously, 
r’ ={x: (M,P)(x) = g(x)}, 
h 
r12= x:(M,P)(x)=E 
1 [i 
e-"'f(x~O,,J dr 
0 
+ePhP2(X;0,hJ 1 + C’(x) r'={x:(MJyx)=g(x)}, I\ r’, 
r2' = x: (M,P)(x) = E eFf(%J dr 
1 ‘)’ 
+epahp,(X;,,O,)] + c2(x)j\r2. q 
Noting that the process X” and functions f and g, and C’ have a regularity, and 
using the classical theory of optimal stopping problem for one-parameter Markov 
process, Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 follow from the same argument as in Sections 4 
and 5. 
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